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Whales have been titled climate savers in the media with their recovery

welcomed as a potential carbon solution. However, only a few studies were

performed to date providing data or model outputs to support the hypothesis.

Following an outline of the primary mechanisms by which baleen whales remove

carbon from the atmosphere for eventual sequestration at regional and global

scales, we conclude that the amount of carbon whales are potentially

sequestering might be too little to meaningfully alter the course of climate

change. This is in contrast to media perpetuating whales as climate engineers.

Creating false hope in the ability of charismatic species to be climate engineers

may act to further delay the urgent behavioral change needed to avert

catastrophic climate change impacts, which can in turn have indirect

consequences for the recovery of whale populations. Nevertheless, whales are

important components of marine ecosystems, and any further investigation on

existing gaps in their ecology will contribute to clarifying their contribution to the

ocean carbon cycle, a major driver of the world’s climate. While whales are vital

to the healthy functioning of marine ecosystems, overstating their ability to

prevent or counterbalance anthropogenically induced changes in global carbon

budget may unintentionally redirect attention from known, well-established

methods of reducing greenhouse gases. Large scale protection of marine

environments including the habitats of whales will build resilience and assist

with natural carbon capture.
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Introduction

Baleen whales (mysticetes) are present in all oceans and are

among the largest marine animals to have ever existed. From

studies of terrestrial megafauna, evidence has emerged that

various species can modify their environment and indirectly

influence landscape carbon dynamics. For example, the presence

of forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis) favors the emergence of

fewer and larger trees with higher wood density (Berzaghi et al.,

2019). White rhinos (Ceratotherium simum simum) help maintain

short grass communities which result in smaller more patchy fires

(Waldram et al., 2008), and dugongs (Dugong dugong), large

aquatic grazers, can alter seagrass communities affecting carbon

sequestration and storage (Scott et al., 2018). Theories have

emerged that baleen whales may also act as ecosystem engineers

by influencing the ocean carbon cycle on regional and large basin

scales as part of the marine food web (Willis, 2014) even bringing

the idea of ‘carbon credits’ into the debate (Hagger et al., 2022;

Pearson et al., 2023).

Whales amongst other marine life contribute to the biological

carbon pump providing a secondary transfer pathway (Bowen,

1997; Mariani et al., 2020; National Academies of Sciences and

Medicine, 2022). The biological carbon pump involves a number

of processes through which inorganic carbon such as CO2 is fixed

into organic matter via photosynthesis and then transported into

deeper ocean away from the atmosphere (Claustre et al., 2021).

Whales mediate transfer of carbon from inorganic to organic

forms through marine biota activity and its export into the deeper

ocean. Carbon export may eventually add to the carbon pool of the

global ocean circulation or sequestration into marine sediments,

which implies much longer recycling time scales (millennia) of

inorganic carbon back to the atmosphere (Strand and Benford,

2009; Legge et al., 2020). Marine organic carbon travels through

nested cycles operating on temporal scales of orders of magnitude

difference and are subsystems of the global ocean carbon

cycle (Figure 1).

The following examples from the literature can give

indications of carbon volumes but need to be understood within

a context of complex systems and are provided to give a better

understanding of how some theories were derived. The global

ocean net primary productivity has been estimated at

53 Pg carbon annually (Johnson and Bif, 2021). Ocean export

production ratios (i.e., export from the surface ocean to deep

ocean as a fraction of primary production) have been estimated to

range from 0.02–0.96 (Jo et al., 2021). This organic matter

decomposes at depth and drives the biological pump. However,

of the organic matter raining out of the surface ocean, only 1%

(0.05 Pg carbon out of 4 Pg carbon annually; Hain et al., 2014) is

incorporated into the surficial sediments and potentially

sequestered for scales longer than the global ocean circulation.

Latest estimates put the ocean carbon sink at 9-11% higher than

previously estimated (Terhaar et al., 2022). A carbon sink is

defined as any form of carbon accumulation and storage for

long periods of time (millennia) that removes CO2 from the

atmosphere (Alexandrov, 2008). The carbonate pump is

estimated to be larger than the soft-tissue pump; some
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organisms construct inorganic hard parts from CaCO3 of which

~25% (~0.25 Pg C out of 1 Pg C annually) sinks to the seafloor and

is preserved and buried in the sediments. The total amount of

carbon permanently sequestered from the atmosphere is therefore

approximately 0.3 Pg carbon annually (Honjo, 2004; Hain

et al., 2014).

To summarize the main aspects, about 20-32% of

anthropogenic CO2 is transferred from the atmosphere to the

ocean through the biological, carbonate and solubility pumps

(Sabine Christopher et al., 2004; Khatiwala et al., 2009; Hauck

et al., 2020; Kim and Kim, 2021). For instance, in the period 2009-

2018, 48 ± 3% of anthropogenic emissions (18.0 ± 0.07 Pg CO2/yr)

remained in the atmosphere, 29 ± 6% (11.7 ± 2.2 Pg CO2) were

taken up by terrestrial ecosystems, and 23 ± 5% (9.1 ± 2.2 Pg CO2)

were taken up by the ocean (Friedlingstein et al., 2019), of which

approximately 40% were absorbed in the Southern Ocean (Terhaar

et al., 2021).

For whales to play a role in reducing atmospheric CO2

concentrations, they need to influence the biological pump such

that there is an increase in (i) the export of organic carbon from the

surface to the deep ocean and/or (ii) the amount removed from the

ocean and entering the slower sediment circuit (Figure 1). In the
FIGURE 1

The nested cycles of marine organic carbon (Corg), including (1) net
primary production and heterotrophic respiration in the surface
ocean, (2) export production from the surface ocean and respiration
in the deep sea followed by upwelling or mixing of the respired CO2

back to the surface ocean (the soft-tissue component of the
biological pump); and (3) the burial of sedimentary organic carbon.
Also shown are the indicative residence times (r). Note that carbon
reservoirs shown refer solely to the fraction affected by organic
carbon cycling; for instance, the deep-ocean value shown is of
carbon dioxide produced by respiration, not the carbon released
from CaCO3 dissolution. Adapted from Hain et al. (2014). *Southern
Ocean estimates, Savoca et al., 2021 **All oceans estimate, Pershing
et al., 2010 and Pearson et al., 2023 ***Southern Ocean estimates,
Pershing et al., 2010.
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following section, we outline the contrast between available data on

whales and carbon export and coverage of the topic by media, often

portrait as climate savers.

We then present an overview of the role of baleen whales

relative to the global ocean carbon cycle, and frame their potential

effects in the light of existing literature. We further review the

knowledge of whale ecology in the context of the ocean carbon

cycle, to provide a better understanding on baleen whales’ claimed

role as climate engineers and propose a range of fundamental

research requiring further investigation.
The gap between science and media

The topic of whales as carbon sinks has received much media

attention combining two popular subjects: whales and climate

change. A non-representative search in ProQuest using the terms

“whales” and “carbon” revealed 352 newspaper articles from over 45

countries between 2012 and 2022, with a strong increase of interest

in the topic in the past three years (Figure 2). An online search in

Google Scholar and ProQuest on peer-reviewed studies in

international journals over the same 10-year period resulted in six

studies providing observations or modelling studies on whales as

carbon sinks mostly focusing on the Southern Ocean (Figure 2,

Supplementary Table 1). A report that triggered a strong outreach

in media was published by the World Monetary Fund in 2019 by

Chami et al. (2019) (e.g., “Protecting whales to protect the planet”
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
UNEP, 2019; “Restoring whales to their pre-hunted numbers could

capture 1.7 billion tons of CO2 a year”, EuroNews, 2021). The report

used data from research publications analyzed in the following

sections (Lavery et al., 2010; Pershing et al., 2010; Roman and

McCarthy, 2010) to calculate a potential carbon uptake by whales.

An opinion published by (Pearson et al., 2023) further underlined

the gap between available scientific evidence on this topic and also

triggered a strong media response (e.g., “Whales can have an

important but overlooked role in tackling the climate crisis,

researchers say” CNN News 15/12/2022) with many news stories

continuing to claim whales as climate savers or climate engineers.

The phenomenon of simplifying complex relationships to gain

readers attention is particularly common in the “post-truth” era

(Gobo and Marcheselli, 2022) amplified by the increased use of

social media.

A search of social media posts on varies platforms that

contained the key words “whales” and “carbon” using the analyst

tool keyhole (https://keyhole.co) showed that this topic has a high

retention within the social media domain (Figure 2). Over 10 days

between 18th-27th February 2022, 677 posts were reported, showing

a sharp increase of posts during and after World Whale Day on the

20th February. However, it is important to notice that 88% of these

were reposts and only 10% had original content related to whales

and carbon further underlining the high retention of this topic from

original posts. Retention of popular topics is high across social

media platforms even if the original content is not updated (Kapoor

et al., 2018). The sharing of content is often driven by believes over
A

B

FIGURE 2

(A) Number of published newspaper articles in English and number of peer reviewed scientific studies based on a ProQuest online database search
for entries between 01/01/2010 and 01/01/2021. Search term “whales and carbon” and (B) Results from a search for the keywords “whales” and
“carbon” in social media posts over a 10-days period showing the increased posting on this topic for “World Whale Day” on the 20th February 2022.
Engagements refer to number of interactions with a post e.g., comments and reactions such as likes.
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accuracy (Pennycook et al., 2021). The implications of a believe-

driven process can result in a diversion of attention towards well-

established methods of carbon sequestration. It can result in

attention and resources drawn away from proven, effective

nature-based solutions to climate change.
Limitations of whale mediated
carbon removal

There are five pathways identified by Roman et al. (2014) and

further outlined by Pearson et al. (2023) in which whales can

potentially enhance the removal of carbon from the atmosphere

into the deep ocean and/or deposition. They are summarized in

Figure 3 and discussed in the next paragraphs in the context and

order of contribution to global carbon export. There are difficulties

and limitations in quantifying the impact of whales on carbon

sequestrations with the estimated contribution of each pathway

being hypothetical. Estimates are presented to provide a guidance

and support the theory that whales have a limited contribution to

global carbon export. Processes in the euphotic zone are generally

faster and short lived (days to weeks), whereas processes in deeper

parts of the ocean take much longer (years to millennia).

Primary production is generally limited in macro-nutrient

depleted oligotrophic oceans. Despite macro-nutrients (nitrate

and phosphate) are abundant in the in the Southern Ocean

(Marinov et al., 2008), micro-nutrients, prevalently iron (Fe), are

scarce in the so-called high-nutrient-low-chlorophyll (HNLC)

regions of the Southern Ocean, and in the equatorial and

northern Pacific. This results in a limited primary production in

vast region of the global oceans and associated CO2 drawdown from

the atmosphere.

In theory, the whale conveyor belt, whale pump, and whale

bioturbation are linked to the biological pump by increasing the
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
availability of nutrients and enhancing phytoplankton primary

production, thereby driving a positive feedback loop in the

oceanic carbon pump (Smetacek and Naqvi, 2008; Roman et al.,

2014; Pearson et al., 2022). Primary production in the sunlit surface

ocean is limited by nutrient availability. Macro-nutrients (nitrate

and phosphate) are abundant in the deep ocean and in the Southern

Ocean (Marinov et al., 2008), while micro-nutrient, prevalently iron

(Fe), are scarce in the so-called high-nutrient-low-chlorophyll

(HNLC) regions of the Southern Ocean, and in the equatorial

and northern Pacific. For example, Roman et al. (2014) suggested

that blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) in the Southern Ocean

transported an estimated 88 t of nitrogen per year (estimated for

2001) from Antarctic feeding grounds to tropical breeding grounds

via nitrogen-rich urea released through catabolism of lipids and

proteins during fasting. Although it is difficult to demonstrate the

excess production in lieu of the large natural variability, this flux can

be considered new production and could lead to a carbon flux of up

to 2,100 tons of CO2 per year (equivalent to 572 tons of carbon) by

phytoplankton (Martin et al., 2021). However, this quantity is then

released in the upper ocean where respiration processes may rapidly

release it back to the atmosphere (Bolaños et al., 2020). Respiration

of whales during their migration also add to release of CO2 back to

the atmosphere (Lavigne et al., 1986; Huntley et al., 1991). While

nutrients directly recycled by whales within the upper water column

from distant regions support primary production, they do not

necessarily stimulate downward particle flux, which is required

for carbon sequestration (Lavery et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2021).

The key micro-nutrient iron that is translocated via whales is

generally scarce in open oceans, especially in the Southern Ocean

(de Baar et al., 2005; Tagliabue et al., 2017). Whale-dependent

recycling and relocation of iron is suggested to play a key role in

increasing primary productivity, and in turn enhancing the

biological pump and possibly carbon export (Smith et al., 2013;

Ratnarajah et al., 2016). Generally, the contribution of baleen
FIGURE 3

Illustration of five different ways in which whales can contribute to an increase in oceanic removal of atmospheric carbon: whale pump, whale
conveyor belt, whale biomass and known long life span, whale falls, and whale bioturbation (artist impression based on Roman et al., 2014).
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whales to the iron flux is through the spatial redistribution of iron in

surface waters rather than through the recycling of iron. Given the

extent of ocean where primary production occurs, internal cycling

of iron by phytoplankton degradation is much larger than whale

contribution (Maldonado et al., 2016). However, whale feces do

supply and distribute both macro- and micro-nutrients to areas

where external sources are limited (Roman and McCarthy, 2010),

for instance when crossing the Southern Ocean HNLC region in the

meridional migration. Whale feces are known to have high iron

concentration (146 ± 134 mg/g) (Nicol et al., 2010; Ratnarajah et al.,

2014) compared to Antarctic krill (65 ± 41 mg/g, Supplementary

Tables 2, 3). Whales provide biomagnification because they

preferentially store carbon in their muscles, but do not need all

the Fe found in the ingested krill biomass (e.g., 147 mg Fe/kg dry

weight of krill; Nicol et al., 2010). It is suggested that foraging

whales concentrate carbon in their muscles and release a majority of

ingested iron in a more bioavailable fraction through feces. Ideally

bioavailable iron stays at +2 stage, which is soluble. In contrast, iron

+3 is insoluble. Inside the whale stomachs digestion is an acidic

(HCl) and oxygen depleted environment, which would favor the

reduction reaction, i.e. Fe+3 to Fe +2 (Ratnarajah et al., 2014;

Ratnarajah et al., 2017; Ratnarajah et al., 2018), however, further

evidence on the bioavailability of whale feces is required. The iron

concentration in whale feces reaches ten million times that of the

Southern Ocean surface waters (Nicol et al., 2010) and can

contribute 3 to 5 orders of magnitude higher iron concentrations

than that required for phytoplankton growth (Wing et al., 2014).

For instance, compared to surface seawater dissolved iron

concentration of ~ 0.1 – 0.5 nmol/L in the Southern Ocean

(Tagliabue et al . , 2012), humpback whale (Megaptera

novaeangliae) feces iron concentration ranges from 186 - 754

nmol/L and from 5,026 – 22,526 nmol L in dissolved (<0.2 m)
and particulate (>0.2 m) phases, respectively (Ratnarajah et al.,

2017). Other factors, such as the differences between soluble and

colloidal iron, fraction of lithogenic iron, and available organic

matter, may also influence bioavailability and ocean primary

production (Ratnarajah et al., 2016; Ratnarajah et al., 2018). Fin

(B. physalus) and blue whale species are likely the largest

contributors to iron supply, due to their higher prey

consumption, and thus having a greater potential for enhanced

carbon fluxes (Durfort et al., 2020). Whether this contribution to

the natural ocean iron cycle would lead to enhanced sequestration

of carbon is however not demonstrated. Iron relocation is one of the

most likely components of the biological pump that can be

enhanced by whales’ activity in open ocean that otherwise lie

barren. Modelling based on the latest baleen whale prey

consumption estimates suggested that in some areas such as the

Scotia Sea, iron from whale feces may have stimulated more than

20% of net primary production prior whaling (Savoca et al., 2021).

Given that phytoplankton uptakes one quarter of iron released by

whales (Ratnarajah et al., 2016), for four whale species (blue, fin,

humpback and Antarctic minke whales - B. bonaerensis) in the

Southern Ocean could capture up to 0.215 Pg carbon annually

during pre-whaling period (Savoca et al., 2021) However, whale

feces driven carbon capture is likely to vary among the global oceans

based on the nutrient availability in surface ocean and bioavailable
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
fraction of nutrients in whale feces. For instance, unlike the

Southern Ocean, the Southern Benguela upwelling system in the

Southeast Atlantic is a nutrient rich oceanic sector in a low latitude

feeding area. Hence, the carbon capture potential through the whale

pump in the Southern Benguela feeding ground is likely lower

compared to the estimations made in the Southern Ocean.

Similar considerations can be made for the whale pump, which

describes the process of whales moving up and down the water

column for feeding, and transferring nutrients to surface waters in the

process (Nicol et al., 2010; Pearson et al., 2022). Spatial and temporal

scales are much smaller in this case than for regional migrations, and

there is no quantification in the literature whether this process may

have an annual effect on the duration of the blooms or on net

ecosystem production. For instance, there is no evidence of howmore

effective whales could be in relocating iron from the deeper Southern

Ocean to the surface when compared to the typical mixing rates. It

has been reported that sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus)

feeding in depth of 1,000 m can make nutrients available when

defaecating at the surface, coinciding with phytoplankton blooms

(Roman et al., 2014). Based on a population estimation from the year

2000, Lavery et al. (2010) estimated that an additional 240,000 t of

CO2 (0.000066 Pg carbon) annually were exported into the Southern

Ocean through the promotion of phytoplankton growth (of which

one quarter is recycled by phytoplankton) from the nutrients

provided by sperm whale feces. These estimates are indicative of

the contribution exerted by whales to ecosystem functioning, but do

not give a comparative view of their role with respect to the

background physical-biogeochemical dynamics and also exclude

the respiration of whales during this process.

Whale bioturbation (Figure 4) is the process by which whales

resuspend bed sediments into the water column, when feeding on

mollusks and other organisms on the ocean floor. It is conceptually

similar to the whale pump, but involves a pool of nutrients that are

assumed to be less readily available to marine degradation. This

process is commonly observed in feeding of demersal fish, the main

difference is their smaller size compared to whales (Mariani et al.,

2020). For example, gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) have been

shown to remobilize nutrients into the Bering Sea when foraging for

amphipods (Nelson and Johnson, 1987; Alter et al., 2007). However,

this is non-selective bioturbation, and the same process could

release organic matter previously buried in the sediments, thus

enhancing the recycling of carbon back to CO2. The overall whale

bioturbation contribution to carbon export or sequestration has not

been quantified to date and may prove difficult to be disentangled

from other bottom biogeochemical processes but its contribution to

carbon export if any is likely smaller than the whale pump

contribution. Bottom feeding is only known for a few whale

species such as gray whales restricted to small areas.

The long-life span and large body size of whales can contribute

to carbon storage over decades. Using whale populations of eight

baleen whale species from the year 2001, the living biomass stock of

carbon was estimated to be about 0.002 Pg (Pearson et al., 2023).

Commercial whaling has reduced the size of baleen whale

populations by an average of 70% since 1900 (Tulloch et al.,

2019). Prior to whaling, the carbon in living biomass was

estimated to be five times higher (0.01 Pg). Other marine
frontiersin.org
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organisms like fish also accumulate carbon but over shorter times

scales with the removal of fish from the ocean causing an estimated

0.00034 Pg of carbon release per year since 1950 (Mariani et al.,

2020). The overall contribution of whales living tissue to carbon

storage is limited by their lifespan (at least several decades) and their

own respiration as for all animals. However, the value of animals to

carbon sequestration in general also needs to be assessed in the

context of their ecosystem function ((Schmitz et al., 2023).

Whales can fall into the deep sea after death, where their

carcasses can take hundreds of years to decompose, or millennia

if buried in sediments, which depends on sedimentation rate and

available oxygen (Pershing et al., 2010). However, the overall

contribution of whale falls to carbon sequestration could be

relatively small and might be in the range of only 2% of estimated

carbon export by whales (Durfort et al., 2020). The amount of

biogenic carbon is species specific and depending on the region.

Whale species vary in size and some species, such as southern right

whales (Eubalaena australis), have a tendency to float after death

and are less likely to sink. The effect would be more marked in

regions supporting larger whale populations e.g. on the west coast of

North America where a study from marine sanctuaries off San

Francisco claimed that whale falls represent roughly 60% of the

estimated total annual carbon removal of the area equivalent to

about 10 890 tons of carbon or 0.00001 Pg (Hutto et al., 2021).

Should the population recover to pre-whaling numbers, Pearson

et al. (2023) estimated for baleen whale species (blue, fin,

humpback, southern right, gray and Antarctic minke whales) a

carbon sequestration potential through sinking carcasses of

0.000062 Pg carbon annually. Respiration rates of whales to

atmospheric CO2 would need to be subtracted from this

calculation as well as any CO2 release during decomposition.

Carbon buried under marine sediment within the deep sea is

generally a long-term (millennia) removal of carbon from the

atmosphere (Teng and Zhang, 2018). However, the burial rate of

organic carbon is a function of sedimentation rates (Betts and

Holland, 1991), which is less than 0.01 cm k per year for major

ocean basins and the Southern Ocean; (Restreppo et al., 2020).
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Scavengers remove whale soft tissue at high rates (40–60 kg per

day), and then the exposed bones are colonized by dense

assemblages of polychaetas and crustaceans (Smith and Baco,

2003). Anerobic bacteria decomposes bone lipids. The scavenging

process can last up to 50 years (Smith and Baco, 2003), which

prevents whale carcasses from being buried under falling sediment.

Therefore, burial of organic carbon (sequestration) associated with

whale falls is expected to be the least effective pathway of carbon

sequestration by whales will make only a small contribution to

carbon sequestration.
Discussion

Based on the literature presented in the previous sections, there

is a common understanding that baleen whales contribute to carbon

uptake, as done by other marine life in the marine ecosystem. The

challenge remains to quantify whether this uptake at the whale’s

population level translates into an effective enhancement of carbon

export and subsequent sequestration that is comparable with the

known scales of the global ocean. A lack of comparable global data

for different regions and species, has led to generalized estimations

based on few observations with extrapolations based on numerical

models. Our analysis has demonstrated that only relatively few

studies so far have provided direct observations on the baleen

whales contribution to the ocean carbon cycle on a locally limited

scale, and that the majority of the carbon sequestration potential

estimates are obtained through model parameterizations. Currently

there is a lack of evidence showing that whales make a significant

contribution to global carbon export to alter climate change. We

looked at whale carbon sequestration pathways and available

knowledge for each pathway suggests that the influence of whales

on carbon flux is small compared to the global carbon flux.

Nevertheless, public interest on this topic has steadily increased

over the past decade underlining the need for more research in this

field. The gap between media and available science to support the

theory of whales influencing global climate may distract falsely
FIGURE 4

Main research areas, gaps and possible case studies that fall under modelling, quantification and validation themes to better define the role of whales
as carbon sinks.
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portraying the role of whales as important to increase carbon

sequestration from the atmosphere may distract policy from other

important issues.

Whales could enhance primary production through a range of

processes (Savoca et al., 2021). If such processes and the precise

mechanisms involved can be established, and the mitigation

contribution quantified, then additional benefits as ecosystem

services be identified, they could be related to some form of

‘carbon credits’ (Costello et al., 2012), and the corresponding

funds be used for marine ecosystem restoration (Hagger

et al., 2022).

Enhancing primary production through supply of iron appears

to be the most professed contributor to carbon sequestration by

whales (Savoca et al., 2021). In situ experiments with whale feces

have shown diatom growth (Smith et al., 2013) but field conditions

are likely highly variable. In the past, iron fertilization experiments

have been undertaken with mixed results and also triggering a

controversial debate as it has long been criticized for its large-scale

impacts (Chisholm Sallie et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2013). Similar

experiments are once again underway partially attempting to

simulate the effect of whale feces on marine productivity. In late

2021, a group of researchers released a mix of nitrogen, phosphorus

and trace elements off the coast of Sydney, Australia simulating the

effect of whale feces in the marine environment (The Guardian, 21/

12/2021). As part of a similar experiment, led by the Centre for

Climate Repair at Cambridge, United Kingdom, researchers are

releasing a mix of iron, phosphors, nitrates and silica in the Indian

Ocean (New Scientist 22/02/2022). Results from these experiments

have not been presented to our knowledge so far.

Smetacek et al. (2012) found a peak of a large diatom bloom in

the fourth week after fertilization in an experiment in the Antarctic

Circumpolar Current. Half of the diatoms sank deeper than 1,000

m, potentially contributing to carbon removal from the atmosphere.

However, significant diatom increase only occurs in HNLC waters

when sufficient light conditions occur, which encompass only one-

third of the ocean (Boyd et al., 2007). Even the most successful

experiment managed to export just 900 t of carbon to the marine

environment (Pershing et al., 2010). A larger experiment releasing

100 t of iron sulphate in Canada triggered a debate about the

effectiveness and grey areas of ocean fertilisation (Tollefson, 2012).

Such experiments are providing us with valuable information about

the biological pump but so far have not shown to be effective for

climate-relevant CO2 carbon removal. Achieving this requires long

time removal of carbon from the atmosphere with phytoplankton

or other forms of carbon stored in sediment (Figure 1). Large-scale

fertilisation of marine environments will provide short term

removal (100 – 1000-year cycle) of CO2 but will not provide

long-term solutions. Furthermore, it would take hundreds of such

events to match the export potential of fully restored whale

populations (Pershing et al., 2010).
Assumptions and data gaps

Efforts to model how whales influence the ocean ’s CO2

sink capacity have revealed a number of data gaps. The
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
majority of research in this field has concentrated on the

Southern Ocean despite the lack of oceanographic data

(nutrient transport, circulation) for this region that is

required to understand carbon sequestration. Case studies

are lacking from most regions , which is part icular ly

r e l e v an t g i v en t h e no r t h e rn / s ou t h e rn h em i s ph e r e

dichotomy in micronutrient limitation (Wing et al., 2014).

This includes the lack of emerging research on the carbon

cycle of all marine vertebrates such as fish and seabirds

(Martin et al., 2021; Rhodes-Reese et al., 2021) and the

nutrient uptake by bacteria and viruses (Ratnarajah et al.,

2018) . Viruses are widely dis t r ibuted in the marine

environment, accumulating carbon at an equivalent to

over 75 million blue whales (Suttle, 2005).

Also, for precise estimates, it should be considered that the

retention of nutrients varies in the whale body with age and

reproductive status (Tynan, 1997). The variation in food intake

by age and sex also drives iron retention. There are relevant weight

variations between breeding and feeding season but some studies

assumed defecation of whales in similar amounts between feeding

and breeding grounds (Roman and McCarthy, 2010; Roman et al.,

2014). Respiration rates of whales would also vary with different

behavioral stages (feeding, migrating, socializing or breeding) and

regions (tropical versus arctic). For example, Tynan (1997)

estimated that humpback whales can contribute up to 34,254 Mt

CO2 (equivalent to 9-71 Mt carbon) to the atmosphere

through respiration.

Removal of fixed carbon through whale falls depends on

different aspects, such as species, location of death, and season for

instance. Also, the carbon levels in different types of tissues (bone,

muscle, blubber, visceras) for each species are currently unknown.

Although previously it was assumed that 50% of dead whales reach

the deep sea (Baco and Smith, 2003) and that biomass-carbon

conversion does not change with carcass degradation, now it is clear

that all these factors need to be taken into consideration for the

evaluation of the contribution of whales falls to deep ocean and

sediment carbon stocks.

The whale conveyor belt, whale pump and whale bioturbation

potentially increase iron availability for phytoplankton growth.

Data on the arrival and departure times of individual whales and

their migratory path are crucial to refining bioenergetics models

and predictions of iron flux. It is one of the key factors involved in

enhancing phytoplankton growth. The amount of biogenic iron

(and other elements at the surface waters) released by whales in

relation to region, species, prey and time has not been studied in

much detail. For example, Ratnarajah et al. (2017) estimated the

fractions of lithogenic and biogenic iron in the feces of baleen

whales, which showed up to possible 80% biogenic iron for

Southern Ocean samples.

The size and nature of iron particles, their reduction or

complexation of certain molecular forms allows different

phytoplankton classes to access the iron (Ratnarajah et al., 2018;

Sutak et al., 2020). There is limited knowledge about whale feces

particle size and iron content (Supplementary Table 2) (Ratnarajah

et al., 2016; Schlosser et al., 2018). The iron-retention and release

rates by baleen whales have also not been measured directly (Savoca
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et al., 2021). Thus, the complex physico-chemical nature of whale

feces influencing phytoplankton blooms on spatial and temporal

scales are largely unknown.

Predicting the impact on the carbon sink capacity of oceans

from recovering whale populations is being further complicated by

the increasing impacts of climate change. Climate change could

delay or weaken the carbon sequestration processes (Sigman and

Hain, 2012) by whales as their populations are facing food shortages

under changing ocean conditions (Seyboth et al., 2016). Some

generalist whale species such as humpback whales have the ability

to forage on multiple prey types with similar net energy gain and

thus can buffer against increased ocean variability under climate

change, at least in some periods and regions with potential

alternative prey available (Fleming et al., 2016) but other species

such as gray whales are more susceptible to the fluctuations in the

abundance of specific prey items (Torres et al., 2022). However, this

will alter the iron export and carbon capture abilities. There is

emerging evidence of altered feeding behavior from humpback

whales in the Southern Hemisphere (e.g., supergroups in South

Africa) (Findlay et al., 2017). This may result in reduced

bioavailable iron content of humpback whale feces in these

regions and the large HNLC regions along their migratory paths.

Also related to the uncertainties in estimating whales’ contribution

to carbon uptake from the atmosphere are the confidence intervals

associated with abundance estimates of the different species, as for

example even for the well-studied Antarctic minke whale (Branch,

2011; Galletti Vernazzani et al., 2017).

Most calculation of carbon export from whales have not included

the CO2 loss to the atmosphere via respiration, therefore not

providing whales´ net capacity for carbon removal. Huntley et al.

(1991) estimated that marine top predators may transfer as much as

20-25% of photosynthetically fixed carbon back to the atmosphere.

The respiration rate of whales can be estimated using the following

equation, as previously used by Lavigne et al. (1986): R = 140m^a

where R represents respiration rate (kcal/day), m states the average

mass of the whales and a being a fixed value of 0.75 for whales

(Brown and Gillooly, 2003). The respired carbon is calculated on the

assumption that 1 kcal of metabolism produces 0.38 g CO2 (or 0.10 g

C). For an estimated 1.1 million baleen whales (Pearson et al., 2023)

of different species and age classes an average weight of 15 ton per

whale would result in 0.0079 Pg respired carbon annually, equivalent

to 50% carbon stored in whale biomass (Lavigne et al., 1986). A

hypothetical number that would also largely fluctuate over time and

there is no consensus if respiration rate doubles in marine mammals

compared to terrestrial mammals (Sims, 2000). The respired carbon

stored in whale biomass could therefore also be much less than 50%.

Most of the phytoplankton biomass is respired through consumers

and only <1% reaches the sediments (Hain et al., 2014), the whales’

contribution to atmospheric CO2 via respiration likely plays a smaller

role in the calculation of their net capacity for carbon removal.

However, a thorough understanding of respiration rates and the

overall contribution of whales to atmospheric CO2 is fundamental for

the ongoing discussion about whales and carbon export.

Derived from the above discussion, we identified 12

fundamental research areas related to the contribution of whales

to atmospheric carbon sink (Figure 4). An overarching topic that
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applies to all these research fields is the impact of whaling on

ecosystem function and future population growth or decline. These

areas fall under the overarching themes of modelling, quantification

and validation. Future ecosystem models require the inclusion of

nutrient flux from whales. There are different aspects of whale

nutrient flux that require further investigations including the role of

whale mediated nutrient distribution in ocean processes, the role of

horizontal movement in nutrient distribution, and the relevance of

background nutrient and trace metal content in seawater.

Quantification and with-it validation of ecosystem models,

firstly requires standardization for validation and best practice

guidelines given the large spatial and temporal scale to be covered

with many case studies from different regions. Areas in which

further quantification is required are the phytoplankton carbon flux

(and intake of recycled nutrients from whale faeces), spatial and

temporal variation of whale faeces (nutrient content, iron, trace

elements) in relation to prey and estimation of refined consumption

rates of whales (according to time on the feeding grounds and prey

composition), carbon flux from cetaceans to the atmosphere.

The above research areas should be targeted with case studies on

bioavailability of whale-derived nutrients and case studies in

particular in the Northern Hemisphere and in areas with

contrasting foraging species.
Conclusions

Whales can substantially influence their marine environment and

play a part on the global carbon cycle with importance varying

regionally depending on the location and species type. However,

there is a need for careful evaluation of their impact in the context of

climate mitigation, which at present is far from certain and efforts in

that direction are somewhat misguided for the lack of corroborative

scientific data. Detailed evaluation is needed for different oceanic

regimes, and within a comparative context that also accounts

for the role of whales in CO2 mitigation as opposed to other

organisms and ecosystems that also contribute substantially to

ecosystem functioning.

Combining behavioural observations with bioenergetics, biotic,

chemical, and physical features of the marine environment,

oceanographic modeling, and nutrient modeling promise to be

rewarding. Further exploring the potential contribution of whales

to carbon and nutrient cycles and other ecosystem functions if the

populations were to recover can add to the conservation value of

whales. While some are claiming that baleen whale populations may

meet criteria of carbon sequestration to be considered as a natural

climate solution (Chami et al., 2020) this should not define the

overarching value. Carbon fluxes observed in other marine

ecosystems such as mangroves (0.031-0.034 Pg per year) or salt

marshes (up to 0.087 Pg per year) are significantly higher than those

of baleen whales (Duarte et al., 2005). Competition over carbon

credits between whales and marine ecosystems would be

counterproductive. Given the uncertainties and lack of data,

increased focus on whales and carbon in the public domain bear

the risk of inflating the value of whales as carbon sinks.

Management measures that help protect marine habitats
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functioning as carbon sinks including deep see environments will

make a significant contribution to mitigate climate change (Simard

et al., 2016). Large scale protection of marine environments

including the habitats of whales will build resilience and assist

with natural carbon capture.

The presence of whales is associated with many other benefits

for the marine environment. Whales have economic value through

whale-watching (O’Connor et al., 2009), intrinsic cultural value to

many societies, they host other species and are an essential source of

food for abyssal ecosystems (Baco and Smith, 2003; Sumida et al.,

2016). Carbon sequestration may not be the most important

contributor to this value, and a further investigation of this role

remains a global task.
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